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ACCUMULATED LOAD TRACKER
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi
sional Application Ser. No. 61/799,957, filed on Mar. 15,
2013, and U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 61/821,542,
filed on May 9, 2013, the entire disclosures of which are
incorporated herein in their entirety.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 1. Field of the Invention
0003. The present invention relates generally to systems
and methods for measuring loads on mobile farm imple
ments, and, more particularly, to a system and method for
tracking an accumulative load and the highest load events in
a mobile farm implement.
0004 2. Description of the Related Art
0005 Mobile farm implements, such as grain carts and
seed tenders, may include a weigh system that generally
provides an overall weight to an indicator. Mobile farm
implements may have maximum weight capacities. Exceed
ing the maximum weight may increase the risk of mechanical
failure in the mobile farm implement or other dangerous
conditions such as failure at the tow hitch of the implement or
rollover.
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second load exceeds the second load threshold, recording an
event describing the second load to the memory.
0011. According to another aspect of the present applica
tion, the first load and the second load are Summed to generate
a total load and the method further includes the steps of
determining if the total load exceeds a total load threshold
and, if the total load exceeds the total load threshold, record

ing an event describing the total load to the memory.
0012. According to another aspect of the present applica
tion, the method also includes the step of, if either the first
load exceeds the first load threshold or the second load

exceeds the second load threshold, determining if the
memory has low remaining storage. The method further
includes the steps of, if the memory has low remaining Stor
age and the first load exceeds the first load threshold, deter
mining if the first load exceeds a lowest recorded first load
event, and, if the first load exceeds the lowest recorded first

load event, deleting the lowest recorded first load event and
recording the first load. The method also includes the steps of
if the memory has low remaining Storage and the second load
exceeds the second load threshold, determining if the second
load exceeds a lowest recorded second load event, and, if the
second load exceeds the lowest recorded second load event,

deleting the lowest recorded second load event and recording
the second load.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0006. A system and method for tracking the accumulated
load and any load events that exceed a maximum in a mobile
farm implement. The system includes a plurality of load
sensors which provide measurements reflecting a weight of
the material in the bin to a node or indicator, and the node or

indicator includes or otherwise communicates with a memory
that stores the accumulated load in the bin and the highest
load events.

0007 According to one aspect of the application, a method
of tracking the accumulated load in a bin includes the steps of
weighing a first amount of material in the bin and unloading
a portion of the material from the bin. The method also
includes the steps of determining a weight of the unloaded
portion of material and adding the weight of the unloaded
material to an accumulated load.

0008 According to another aspect of the application, the
accumulated load is a Sum of all material that has been in the

bin. The method may also include the step of saving the
accumulated load to a memory.
0009. According to another aspect of the application, the
determining step includes the steps of weighing a remaining
portion of material in the bin after the unload step and deter
mining a difference between the weight of the first amount of
material and the weight of the remaining portion.
0010. According to a second aspect of the present appli
cation, a method of tracking high load events in a mobile farm
implement including at least a first sensor and a second sensor
includes the steps of measuring a first load with the first
sensor and determining if the first load exceeds a first load
threshold. The method further includes the step of, if the first
load exceeds the first load threshold, recording an event
describing the first load to the memory. The method also
includes the steps of measuring a second load with the second
sensor and determining if the second load exceeds a second
load threshold. The method further includes the step of, if the

0013 FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic view of a system hav
ing mobile farm implements and a control device for inter
facing with the mobile farm implements, according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
0014 FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic view of an interface
converterbox on a tractor for interfacing with a control device
or with other mobile farm implements, according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
0015 FIG.3 illustrates a schematic view of an interface on
a grain cart for interfacing with a control device or with other
mobile farm implements, according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
0016 FIG. 4 illustrates a schematic view of various mod
ules being executed on a control device, according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
(0017 FIGS.5A and 5B illustrate example views of a user
interface on a control device, according to an embodiment of
the present invention.
0018 FIG. 6 illustrates a flow chart showing example
operations of a method for communicating with different
mobile farm implements that use different communication
protocols.
0019 FIG. 7 illustrates a flow chart showing example
operations of a method for automating unloading of a mobile
farm implement.
0020 FIG. 8 illustrates a flow chart showing example
operations for wirelessly receiving sensor data from a mobile
farm implement by a handheld control device that is located
outside the mobile farm implement.
(0021 FIGS.9A-9B illustrate a system of load cell sensors
and a hitch sensor for monitoring weight of a mobile farm
implement.
(0022 FIGS. 9C-9E illustrate a method of using load cell
sensors and a hitch sensor to monitor weight of a mobile farm
implement.
0023 FIG. 10 illustrates a method of detecting a rollover
or tip-over condition in a mobile farm implement.
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0024 FIG. 11 illustrates a method of recording chute posi
tion during a chute positioning learn mode.
0025 FIG. 12 illustrates a method ofusing recorded chute
position to automate chute movement during a chute control
mode.

0026 FIG. 13 illustrates a method of tracking a cumula
tive amount of material unloaded from a mobile farm imple
ment.

0027 FIG. 14 illustrates a method of tracking events in
which a load bar weight exceeds its rated load.
0028 FIG. 15 is partial perspective view of an exemplary
grain cart that can be unloaded according to embodiments of
the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT
INVENTION

0029 While the present invention may be embodied in
many different forms, a number of illustrative embodiments
are described herein with the understanding that the present
disclosure is to be considered as providing examples and not
intended to limit the invention to the preferred embodiments
described and/or illustrated herein.

0030

FIGS. 1-4 illustrate an environment in which a

handheld control device or controller 100 interacts with

mobile farm implements, such as a grain cart 300 or a tractor
200 towing the grain cart, according to an embodiment of the
present invention. According to one aspect of the invention,
the system provides a handheld control device that may auto
mate at least part of an unloading of agricultural material from
a mobile farm implement. The automation may include issu
ing commands to the mobile farm implement in a desired
order and may include automatically monitoring unloading
conditions. According to another aspect of the invention, the
system provides a handheld control device that is able to
communicate with multiple mobile farm implements using
different communication protocols. For example, the control
device may communicate with one mobile farm implement
using an ISO 11783 (i.e., Isobus) protocol and may commu
nicate with another mobile farm implement using an ISO
11898 (i.e., CAN bus) protocol. According to yet another
aspect of the invention, the system provides a handheld con
trol device that may wirelessly collect sensor data from a
mobile farm implement while the control device is located
outside the mobile farm implement. For example, a driver in
a harvester may wirelessly collect sensor data from a grain
cart that is being loaded by the harvester.
0031. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, a handheld
control device 100 may communicate directly with the grain
cart 300, or may do so through another mobile farm imple
ment, such as the tractor 200. For example, the handheld
control device 100 and the grain cart 300 may communicate
directly via a USB or IEEE 802.11 (Wi-FITM) or other wired
or wireless interface, or the grain cart 300 may have no way of
communicating directly with the device and instead rely on a
communication interface on the tractor 200 to provide such
capabilities to communicate with the control device 100.
0032. In the embodiment shown, the handheld control
device 100 may be a mobile phone (e.g., iPhone(R), a tablet
computer (e.g., iPad(R), or any other handheld control device.
In other embodiments, the control device 100 may be built-in
or mounted to the tractor or the grain cart. The handheld
control device 100 may include a transceiver 101 for commu
nicating with a mobile farm implement, a display 104 and
auxiliary input device 105 (e.g., a keyboard) for communi
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cating with a user of the control device 100; a processor 103
and memory 107 for executing modules that implement vari
ous functionality of the control device; and a storage device
106 for storing data, instructions, and other information. In an
embodiment, the modules may include an operating system
110 (e.g., iOS(R) that provides a platform on which another
module, such as control module 120, executes. For example,
the operating system 110 may allow the control module 120
to be downloaded as an application and to execute on the
handheld control device 100. (Alternatively, the control mod
ule may be displayed through an internet browser applica
tion.) In an embodiment, the memory 107 may provide tem
porary storage for the modules while they are being executed,
while the storage device 106 may provide long-term, non
volatile storage for the modules. The components of the hand
held control device 100 may be located inside a housing of the
device 100, or may be externally attached to the housing of
device 100.

0033 Mobile farm implements such as the tractor 200 and
the grain cart 300 may interact with the handheld control
device 100 by, for instance, sending sensor information to the
handheld control device 100 or executing commands received
from the device 100. For example, in the embodiment illus
trated in FIG. 1, the grain cart 300 may provide information
about a container orbin 301, a conveyor belt 302, or an auger
303, and may execute commands related to these compo
nentS.

0034. For the container 301, one or more load cells or

sensors 310 may measure a weight or volume of agricultural
material held by the container 301, while a container door
controller 320 may be configured to open or close a door of
the container 301.

0035. For the conveyor belt 302, a conveyor belt sensor
312 may measure a belt speed of the conveyor belt 302, while
a conveyor belt controller 321 may control the belt speed,
tension, or any other property of the conveyor belt 302.
0036. For the auger 303, an auger sensor 314 may measure
a position or rotational speed of the auger 303, while an auger
arm controller 322 or an auger spout controller 323 may
control movement of the auger arm or auger spout, respec
tively. If either the conveyor belt 302 or the auger 303 is driven
or powered by another power source Such as a power takeoff.
then a power takeoff sensor 313 may measure the rotational
speed of the power takeoff (e.g., the PTORPM) on the tractor
or towing implement or measure the rotational speed of the
implement input driveline (IID) or implement input shaft
(IIS) on a mobile farm implement, such as a grain cart or seed
tender.

0037 For the grain cart itself, a rollover sensor 315 may
detect a weight distribution across the grain cart 300 or any
other indication of an uneven load that may tip over the grain
cart 300. A grain cart speed sensor 316 may measure a speed
of the grain cart 300. Control of the mobile farm implements,
including farm implements with a bin or container to load
material, is discussed in more detail in co-owned and co

pending applications entitled “Weight-Based Chute Control
for a Farm Implement.” U.S. Provisional Application No.
61/799,099, filed Mar. 15, 2013, and U.S. Provisional Appli
cation No. 61/821,552, filed on May 9, 2013, the entire con
tents of which are incorporated herein by reference.
0038. The tractor 200 may, in an embodiment, likewise
have a sensor 201 for measuring a property of the tractor 200,
such as speed of a power takeoff 211 used to provide actuation
power to the grain cart 300. In an embodiment, it may have a
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controller 205 for controlling a component (e.g., steering
component, transmission component, etc.) on the tractor.
0039. In an embodiment, the transceiver 101 of the control
device 100, interface converterbox. 210 of the tractor 200, and

grain cart interface 330 of the grain cart 300 may facilitate
communication in the system illustrated in FIG.1. The inter
face converterbox. 210 on the tractor 200 may provide a USB,
802.11, or any other communication interface for communi
cating with the transceiver 101 on the control device 100. The
interface converter box 210 and the grain cart interface 330
may each provide an interface, such as an ISO (e.g., ISO
11783) interface for communicating with each other. The
communication may be physically conducted through ISO
connector 209 on the tractor 200 and ISO connector 309 on

the grain cart 300.
0040. In an embodiment, the interface converter box 210
may provide electrical power from a power source 203 (e.g.,
battery) on the tractor 200 to the handheld control device 100
or the grain cart 300. The electrical power may be used to, for
example, recharge any batteries on the handheld control
device 100 or power sensors and controllers on the grain cart
3OO.

0041 FIGS. 2-3 illustrate various components of the inter
face converter box 210 and grain cart interface 330. In an
embodiment, the interface converter box 210 may relay a
signal (e.g., data or command) between the handheld control
device 100 and the grain cart 300 without modifying the
signal. In an embodiment, the interface converter box 210
may receive a signal from the handheld control device 100
and convert the signal to a format that will be recognized by
the grain cart 300. Similarly, the interface converter box 210
may receive a signal from the grain cart 300 and convert the
signal to a format that will be recognized by the handheld
control device 100. In an embodiment, the conversion may be
unnecessary because the control device 100 itself may per
form the formatting based on descriptions of different com
munication protocols used by mobile farm implements.
0042. In an embodiment, the interface converter box 210
may include a transceiver 211 configured to communicate
with the handheld control device 100 and the grain cart 300,
and may include a processor 214 and memory 215 configured
to generate signals having the format that will be recognized
by the device 100 or cart 300. Format information for a
mobile farm implement may be based on a communication
protocol being used by the mobile farm implement. The for
matting may be performed by the interface converterbox 210
on the tractor 200, or may be performed by the handheld
control device 100.

0043. In an embodiment, the memory 215 may cache
information passing between the control device 100 and the
grain cart 300. In an embodiment, the memory may act as a
buffer that stores information intended for the device 100 or

the cart 300, and send the information at a later time.

0044) The grain cart interface 330 may, according to an
embodiment, include a transceiver 331 configured to commu
nicate with the handheld control device 100 or the tractor 200.

It may have a memory 335 configured to store information
from the control device 100, information generated by sen
sors on the grain cart 300, or any other information. A pro
cessor 333 may be included to control communication or any
other function on the grain cart 300. In some instances, the
processor 333 may replace one or more of the controllers
illustrated in FIG. 1.
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0045 FIG. 4 illustrates various sub-modules of the oper
ating system 110 and control module 120 of the handheld
control device 100. As discussed above, the operating system
110 may provide a platform on which other modules, includ
ing control module 120, operate. The platform may include a
Software management system that is configured to download
control module 120 as a mobile app or any other software
application and to retrieve any updates of the control module
120. Each module may include computer-readable instruc
tions that are loaded in the memory 107 and executed by the
processor 103.
0046. In an embodiment, the operating system 110 may
include Sub-modules for managing components of the hand
held control device 100. Such as memory, user input, commu
nication, and display. For example, the Sub-modules of the
operating system 110 may include a communication Sub
module 111 configured to manage the transceiver 101, the
auxiliary input device 105, or any other communication inter
face on the control device 100. The sub-modules may further
include a display Sub-module 113 configured to manage the
display 104, and may include a memory management Sub
module 115 configured to manage the storage device 106 and
the memory 107.
0047. In an embodiment, the control module 120 may
include various Sub-modules that implement functionalities
of the module. For example, a communication Sub-module
121 may allow the handheld control device 100 to communi
cate with the tractor 200 or grain cart 300. The sub-module
121 may rely on the communication sub-module 111 of the
operating system to access the transceiver 101 and transmit or
receive information. When communicating with the grain cart
300, the sub-module 121 may be configured to place the
communication in a format that will be recognized by the
grain cart 300, or may rely on another device to do so.
0048. The user interface sub-module 123 may allow the
control device 100 to generate menus, forms, or any other
user interface. The user interface may display information to
users and collect information from them. The sub-module

123 may rely on communication sub-module 111 of the oper
ating system 110 to retrieve information from a user input
device (e.g., the keyboard), and may rely on display Sub
module 113 of the operating system 110 to display informa
tion.

0049. The command sub-module 125 may allow the con
trol device 100 to determine what commands are available for

a particular type of mobile farm implement. The sub-module
125 may be configured to generate a command to be outputted
to the mobile farm implement. The generated command may
be in a format that the mobile farm implement will recognize,
or may be converted to an appropriate format by another
device.

0050. The calculation sub-module 127 may allow the con
trol device 100 to determine when the tractor 200 or grain cart
300 satisfies or deviates from a particular condition, such as a
threshold related to load cell weight, power takeoff, weight
distribution, or any other condition. The condition may affect,
for example, when a command may begin to execute or when
an alarm on the mobile farm implement needs to be activated.
0051. The automation sub-module 128 may be configured
to generate a sequence of commands corresponding to a
desired action for a mobile farm implement, such as an
unloading action on the grain cart 300. The sub-module 128
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thus provides a greater degree of automation and frees a user
from having to manually invoke each step of the desired
action.

0052. The update sub-module 129 may be configured to
receive an update to the control module 120, including an
update to computer-readable instructions of the module or to
information used by the computer-readable instructions.
0053 FIGS.5A-5B illustrate example user interfaces gen
erated by the control module 120 (e.g., by its user interface
sub-module 123) and displayed on the display 104 of the
control device 100. The user interface may allow a user to
monitor operation of a mobile farm implement, provide user
input for the operation, or invoke a command on the mobile
farm implement. The user interface may display labels, text
boxes, command buttons, status bars, or any other user inter
face. For example, the user interface illustrated in FIG. 5A
includes a menu that presents information about loading of
the grain cart 300, available commands associated with the
loading, and various other information.
0054 Labels 151a-151c in FIG. 5A are generated on the
user interface to identify what type or category of information
is being presented. The information may include, for
instance, an area that the grain cart 300 has covered and an
amount of material that has been loaded onto the grain cart
300. Label 151a, named “Field,” may be displayed next to a
value that shows the covered area and amount of loaded

material for a particular field, while label 151b, named
“Total.” may be displayed next to a value that shows the total
covered area and total amount of loaded material. Label151c,
named “Distance.” may be displayed next to a value that
shows a distance that the grain cart 300 has traveled in the
particular field and next to another value that shows a total
distance that the grain cart 300 has traveled.
0055 Values of various parameters in FIG. 5A may be
displayed in output fields, such as textboxes 153a-153h. The
text boxes 153a-153f may display the areas and amounts
described above, while text box 153g and 153h may display
calculated values, such as how much area is being covered by
the grain cart 300 every hour or how much products is being
loaded into the grain cart 300 every minute.
0056. In an embodiment, the user interface may present
command buttons and icons on the user interface. A com

mand button may triggeran action on the mobile farm imple
ment, while an icon may be a status icon that conveys a status
of the mobile farm implement or of the handheld control
device 100. The command buttons may be virtual buttons
presented on a touch screen, thus reducing the number of
physical buttons needed by the handheld control device 100.
Example command buttons are illustrated in FIG. 5A. Com
mand button 155a allows a user to tarea weight measurement
prior to loading or unloading. Command button 155b may
trigger a loading or unloading sequence on the grain cart 300.
Command buttons 155c and 155d may adjust various quan
tities, such as a threshold corresponding to the loading or
unloading sequence. Command button 155e may allow a user
to return to a home menu.

0057. In an embodiment, status icons 157a-157c may
indicate a time, a status of the application, such as of control
module 120, or any other status.
0058 FIG. 5B illustrates another user interface that is
different from the user interface displayed in FIG. 5A. Dif
ferent functions may use different menus or other user inter
faces. For example, the menu illustrated in FIG. 5A may be
used to output information to a user, while the menu illus
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trated in FIG. 5B may be used to collect information from the
user. The information may be collected through text boxes,
radio buttons, drop-down menus, any other form element, or
any other input element. For example, FIG. 5B illustrates
input textboxes 153i-153m for collecting a farm ID, field ID,
trackID, truck ID, and truck driver ID, respectively, from a
user. In an embodiment, the handheld control device 100 may
be configured to auto-fill a user input element if it can retrieve
or determine the value corresponding to that element. For
example, farm ID may be determined based on GPS capabil
ity of the control device 100, while truck driver ID may be
determined from a user profile stored on the control device
1OO.

0059. In an embodiment, the interface illustrated in FIG.
5B may also present command buttons, such as command
button 155a and 155e. As shown in the figure, command
button 155a may be a toggle button that is switched between
an on and off state, and its graphics may change correspond
ing to whether the command is in an on or off state.
0060 FIGS. 6-8 illustrate example methods for interfac
ing with or controlling mobile farm implements, such con
trolling the tractor 200 or the grain cart 300 with the control
device 100 or any other control device.
0061. In an embodiment, a control device such as the
control device 100 may provide the advantage of Supporting
different mobile farm implements using different communi
cation protocols. For example, one mobile farm implement
may use the ISO 11783 (i.e., Isobus) communication proto
col, while another mobile farm implement may use the ISO
11898 (i.e., CANbus) communication protocol. The hand
held control device may thus consolidate control of multiple
mobile farm implements to one control device and reduce
cost for operators of multiple mobile farm implements. One
example of a method 1000 of using the handheld control
device to communicate with multiple mobile implements is
illustrated in FIG. 6.

0062. At an operation 1010, presence of a first mobile farm
implement may be detected, such as by the communication
sub-module 121 on the control device 100 or any other con
trol device. The detection may be automatic, or may receive
assistance from a user of the control device. For example, the
control device may receive a sensor signal that identifies the
presence of the first mobile farm implement, or may receive a
user input indicating that the first mobile farm implement is
present. In some cases, the received sensor signal may be a
response to a polling signal previously sent by the control
device to poll for presence of mobile farm implements.
0063. At an operation 1020, a determination may be made
that the first mobile farm implement uses a first communica
tion protocol. In an embodiment, the determination may be
based on the first mobile implement's model, manufacturer,
or category (e.g., whether it is a tractor, grain cart, harvester,
etc.). In an embodiment, the determination may be based on a
signal from the first mobile implement that identifies the
communication protocol it is using. The determination may
be automatic, or may be assisted by user input.
0064. At an operation 1025, a determination may be made
on whether a description of the first communication protocol
is stored on the control device. In an embodiment, the descrip
tion may detail, for example, how a command to the first
mobile farm implement may be formatted or transmitted, or
how information from the first mobile farm implement may
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be interpreted. The description may be stored on, for example,
the storage device 106 or the memory 107 of the handheld
control device 100.

0065. At an operation 1030, the description for the first
communication protocol may be retrieved from a server in
response to a determination that the description of the first
communication protocol is not stored on the control device.
In an embodiment, the server may be remote from the control
device. For example, the control device may retrieve the
description from a server over a wireless phone network Such
as a cellular network.

0066. At an operation 1040, if the description of the first
communication protocol is stored on the control device or is
retrieved from the server, communication of command or

sensor information may be made with the first mobile imple
ment using the first communication protocol. As an example,
the control device may format the command to comply with
the first communication protocol, and may use the protocol to
interpret signals (e.g., signals carrying sensor information)
received from the first mobile farm implement.
0067. At an operation 1050, presence of a second mobile
farm implement may be detected by the control device. The
detection may be performed at a same time as the detection at
operation 1010, or may be performed at a different time. For
example, the first mobile farm implement and second mobile
farm implement may interact with the control device simul
taneously, or the control device may interact with one mobile
farm implement after it has finished interacting with another
mobile farm implement. Like in operation 1010, the detection
may be performed by the control device 100 or any other
control device, and may be done automatically or with assis
tance from a user.

0068. At an operation 1060, a determination may be made
that the second mobile farm implement uses a second com
munication protocol. The first communication protocol may
be different than the second communication protocol. For
instance, the two communication protocols may format com
municated information differently, or may otherwise specify
different ways to encode the communicated information for
transmission.

0069. At an operation 1065, a determination may be made
on whether a description of the second communication pro
tocol is stored on the control device. In an embodiment, the

description may be stored on the storage device 106 or in the
memory 107 of the control device 100, like at operation 1025.
In response to a determination that the description of the
second communication protocol is not stored on the control
device, the description may be retrieved from a server, such as
the server at operation 1030, or any other server. Like in
operation 1030, the server may be remote from the control
device, and may be accessed over a wireless phone network.
0070. At an operation 1080, if the description of the sec
ond communication protocol is stored on the control device or
is retrieved from the server, command or sensor information

may be communicated with the second mobile farm imple
ment using the second communication protocol. As an
example, the control device may format commands to the
second mobile communication based on the second commu

nication protocol and may transmit the formatted command
using a timing specified by the second communication pro
tocol. The control device may decode signals. Such as signals
carrying sensor data or other information, using the second
communication protocol.
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(0071. In an embodiment, a control device such as the
control device 100 may automate at least a portion of tasks
performed by mobile farm implements. FIG. 7 illustrates
example operations of a method 2000 of automating at least
part of the unloading of agricultural material from a mobile
farm implement, such as the unloading of a grain cart. In an
embodiment, the unloading may involve unfolding an auger
or conveyor of the mobile farm implement after the mobile
farm implement has slowed to a certain speed, then opening a
container door after a power takeoff actuating the auger has
reached a Sufficient speed, and monitoring a weight of the
mobile farm implement to determine when to stop the unload
ing. The control device may thus automatically invoke these
operations in a desired order and under desired conditions.
The automation may free a user from having to manually
initiate each operation in the unloading sequence and from
having to manually monitor whether a desired condition for
each operation is being satisfied.
0072 At an operation 2010, an unload assist command
may be received from a user interface of a handheld control
device, such as control device 100. In an embodiment, the

user interface may include a touch screen, and the unload
assist command may be invoked through a button on the touch
screen. In an embodiment, operations invoked by the unload
assist command may be determined by the automation Sub
module 128.

0073. At an operation 2020, a determination may be made
as to whether a speed of the mobile farm implement is below
a first threshold. For example, the control device 100 may
receive sensor information from the grain cart speed sensor
316 to determine whether the grain cart 300 is at or below a
certain number of miles per hour. If the speed of the mobile
farm implement has not slowed to the first threshold, the
speed may continue to be monitored continuously or at dis
crete intervals.

0074 At an operation 2030, the mobile farm implement
may be commanded to unfold its auger arm (e.g., its upper
conveyor section) in response to the determination that the
speed of the mobile farm implement is below the first thresh
old. For instance, after the control device 100 determines that

the grain cart 300 is at or below the threshold number of miles
per hour, it may transmit an auger unfold command to the
tractor interface converter box 210 or to the grain cart inter
face 330. The interface converter box 210 or the grain cart
interface 330 may then cause the auger arm controller 322 to
output signals that cause an unfolding movement of the auger
3O3.

0075. At an operation 2040, a determination may be made
as to whether weight measurements from the mobile farm
implement has reached a steady value. The weight measure
ments may be used to determine how much agricultural mate
rial is left in the mobile farm implement during the unloading.
Before the agricultural material is unloaded, however, the
measurements may fluctuate because the mobile farm imple
ment is moving. For instance, movement over an uneven
Surface may create acceleration or deceleration that changes a
weight measured by a weight sensor. In an embodiment, the
weight measurement values may reach a steady value when
the speed of the mobile farm implement slows to the first
threshold. In an embodiment, the measurements may be
determined to be steady if they fluctuate within a predeter
mined range. As an example, the control device 100 may
determine whether weight information from the load cell
sensor 310 fluctuates at most within a predetermined range.
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0076. At an operation 2050, a determination may be made
as to whether a power takeoff speed is above a second thresh
old. The power takeoff may be actuating the auger, which
transfers agricultural material during the unloading. After the
power takeoff engages the auger, the power takeoffmay need
to reach a threshold number of rotations per minute before it
can be loaded with the agricultural material. As an example,
the control device 100 may receive sensor information from
the power takeoff sensor 313 and use that information to
determine whether a rotational speed of the power takeoff 212
and the auger 303 has reached a second threshold. If the
weight measurement at operation 2020 has not reached a
steady value or the PTO speed at operation 2050 has not
reached the second threshold, they may continue to be moni
tored continuously or at discrete intervals.
0077. At an operation 2060, weight information from the
mobile farm implement may begin to be recorded from the
mobile farm implement in response to the determination that
the weight measurements have reached a steady value and
that the PTO speed has reached the second threshold. The
weight information may be recorded to monitor the unloading
process as agricultural material is transferred out of the
mobile farm implement. For instance, the control device 100
may begin to record, at the storage device 106 or the memory
107, weight information from the load cell sensor 310.
0078. At an operation 2070, the mobile farm implement
may be commanded to open a container door in response to
the determination that the weight measurements have reached
a steady value and that the PTO speed is above the second
threshold. In an embodiment, the container door may be
separating the auger from the agricultural material being held
in the container. Once the auger and power takeoff has
reached a sufficient speed to be loaded, the container door
may be opened so that the agricultural material can be trans
ferred by the auger to another storage location (e.g., to a
truck).
0079 At an operation 2080, a determination may be made
as to whether the measured weight of the mobile farm imple
ment is below a third threshold. In an embodiment, the third

threshold may correspond to a weight of the mobile farm
implement when it is empty of agricultural material. In an
embodiment, the third threshold may correspond to a user
specified weight. For instance, the user may wish to unload
only a limited amount of agricultural material from the
mobile farm implement. As an example, the control device
100 may determine whether a measured weight indicated by
the load cell sensor 310 has reached or fallen below a third
threshold.

0080. At an operation 2090, the mobile farm implement
may be commanded to terminate the unloading process. In an
embodiment, the termination command may include a com
mand to close the container door and fold the auger arm. For
example, the control device 100 may transmit commands to
the interface converterbox. 210 or the grain cart interface 330,
which may in turn cause the container door controller320 and
the auger arm controller 322 to close the container door and
fold the auger arm, respectively. In an embodiment, recording
of weight measurements from the mobile farm implement
may be stopped as part of the termination of the unloading
process.

0081. In an embodiment, the commands and monitored
conditions may be executed or monitored in the order that is
illustrated. In an embodiment, they may be executed or moni
tored in a different order. In an embodiment, automation of
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the unloading of the mobile farm implement may involve
additional, fewer, or different commands or conditions to be
monitored.

0082 In an embodiment, a command or monitored condi
tion may be specified by a user. In an embodiment, an order in
which commands are to be executed by the mobile farm
implement may be specified by the user. For instance, the
control device may display a menu showing a plurality of
commands that may be executed during an unloading
sequence and a plurality of conditions that may be monitored
during the unloading sequence. The user may be allowed to
select which commands are to be executed, which conditions
are to be monitored, and an order in which the commands are
to be executed and in which the conditions are to be moni

tored. In an embodiment, the user may specify parameters for
the commands or thresholds for the monitored conditions.

0083. In an embodiment, a control device such as the
control device 100 may allow a user located outside of a
mobile farm implement to wirelessly collect information,
Such as sensor data, from the mobile farm implement. For
example, a driver of a harvester may use the control device to
wirelessly collect sensor data from the grain cart or any other
mobile farm implement. In an embodiment, the driver may
perform this data collection while sitting in the harvester, and
does not need to walk up to the grain cart or to a tractor towing
the grain cart. FIG. 8 illustrates example operations of a
method 3000 of wireless data collection.

I0084. At an operation 3010, presence of a mobile farm
implement may be detected by a handheld control device
located outside the mobile farm implement. For example, the
handheld control device 100 may detect a mobile farm imple
ment (e.g., grain cart) while the control device 100 is being
used by a user in another mobile farm implement (e.g., har
Vester). The presence may be automatic, or may be assisted by
user input.
I0085. At an operation 3020, a determination may be made
as to whether the mobile farm implement has stored sensor
data. In an embodiment, a query may be transmitted to the
mobile farm implement to ask whether it has stored sensor
data. In an embodiment, the determination may be based on a
category, model, or manufacturer of the mobile farm imple
ment. The category, model, or manufacturer may also be
determined through a query to the mobile farm implement.
I0086. At an operation 3030, if the mobile farm implement
is determined to not have stored data, a notification that there

is no stored data may be displayed on the handheld control
device. If the mobile farm implement is determined to have
stored data, a sensor data request may be wirelessly transmit
ted by the handheld control device to the mobile farm imple
ment at an operation 3040. In an embodiment, the command
may request all sensor data stored on the mobile farm imple
ment. In an embodiment, the command may specify what
sensor data is being requested.
I0087. At an operation 3050, sensor data may wirelessly
received by the handheld control device from the mobile farm
implement. In an embodiment, the wireless communication
may be based on a preexisting protocol such as IEEE 802.11,
IEEE 802.16, Bluetooth R, or any other wireless communi
cation protocol.
0088 FIG. 9B illustrates a schematic of a load sensor
system for farm implements according to an embodiment of
the present invention. In the sensor system 910 of the present
invention, information from each sensor is sent to an indicator

403' according to the present invention (which can be a con
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troller as shown in FIGS. 1-4 at 100, or a controller specially
designed to perform the functions recited below), either
directly (as shown in 9B) or via a junction block or box
configured to maintain the individual signals. FIG. 9A illus
trates a prior art sensor system 900 in which information from
all of the sensors is combined and sent to conventional indi

cator 403 via a junction block or box 401. The sensor system
910 of the present invention is advantageous because each of
the sensors can be monitored individually, whereas in the
prior art system 900 only the sum of the sensors is transmitted
to the indicator. Either sensor system 900 or 910 may be used
for some of the sensor monitoring operations discussed
below, however, the prior art system is not capable of per
forming certain operations discussed in further detail below,
e.g., the roll over detection or hitch overload operation.
0089. The sensor system 910 may include a plurality of
weight or load sensors. The weight may be monitored with
weight or load cell sensors, such as the sensors disclosed in
co-owned U.S. Pat. No. 7,205,490, the entire contents of

which is incorporated herein by reference. A plurality of
weight sensors may be distributed throughout the mobile
farm implements, such as the grain cart 300 or the tractor 200.
For example, FIG. 15 illustrates an exemplary grain cart 300
including a bin or hopper 301, a support frame 380, a hitch
382, a first side 384 and a second side 386. The weight sensors
may be distributed throughout the cart 300, such as weight
sensors on the first side of the cart, the second side of the cart

and the hitch. In an embodiment of the present invention, load
cell sensors 310a-310d (e.g., load bars) may be placed
throughout the grain cart 300 (e.g., between the hopper or
container of the grain cart and its Support frame) and a hitch
sensor 213 may be included in a hitch of the tractor 200 or a
tongue of the grain cart 300. The load cell sensors 301a-301d
may measure a weight distribution of agricultural or other
material in the grain cart 300. For example, each of the load
cell sensors 310a-310d may be placed at different locations
beneath a hopper of the grain cart 300 to measure a local
pressure or weight at each of the different locations. For
example, the system 910 may include four load cell sensors
positioned, respectively, at a back right corner 310a, a front
right corner 310b, a back left corner 310c, and a front left
corner 310d of the grain cart 300. In the sensor system 910 of
the present invention, each of the sensors 301a-301d may be
monitored individually to detect a weight imbalance or a
rollover condition in the grain cart 300. Such as by comparing
the load of each sensor to the load on the other sensors. The

method for detecting a rollover condition or weight imbal
ance using the sensor System 910 is discussed in more detail
below.

0090. In an embodiment, the hitch sensor 213 may mea
Sure a force experienced by a hitch or tongue on the tractor
200. The hitch sensor 213 may be positioned on the tongue or
the hitch of the tractor. The hitch sensor 213 may measure the
force along various directions, such as along a vertical direc
tion, along a towing direction, along a direction transverse to
the towing direction or along any other direction. When a
tongue of the grain cart 300 is attached to the hitch, the tongue
will exerta force on the hitchinvarious directions while being
towed. For example, the tongue may exert a positive (down
ward) or negative (upward) force on the hitch depending on
the weight and orientation of the towed farm implement. The
tongue will exert a downward force on the hitch when the
grain cart 300 is loaded with material, and will exert a greater
downward force when more material is loaded in the front of
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the cart or the cart is being transported down an incline. The
tongue may exert an upward force on the hitch if more weight
of the grain cart 300 is distributed toward its rear or if the cart
is being transported up an incline. Further, the tongue may
exert a force transverse to the towing direction when the
tractor 200 is turning with the towed grain cart 300. A greater
transverse force will be exerted on the hitch if the turn angle
is too sharp or the tractor 200 is moving too quickly while
turning with the grain cart 300. In an embodiment, the hitch
sensor 213 may be adapted to measure a force along one of
those directions and communicate the sensor reading to a
controller or indicator 403'. In another embodiment, several
sensors can be used to measure forces in more than one

direction and communicate multiple sensor readings to a
controller or indicator. If one or more of the forces on the hitch

sensor 213 exceed a threshold, an alarm may be activated to
indicate a hitch overload risk. When the hitch is overloaded,

the grain cart 300 may break the hitch of the tractor, hitch on
the grain cart or damage the weight sensor.
0091. In an embodiment, sensor information may be com
municated to an indicator configured to perform the functions
described herein, such as indicator 403' in FIG.9B. FIG.9A

illustrates a prior art system 900 in which each of the load cell
sensors 310a-310d and hitch sensor 213 may first be con
nected to a junction block or box 401, which may perform
various pre-processing on sensor signals. For example, the
junction box 401 may combine various sensor measurements
and return the Sum of the various measurements to the indi

cator 403. FIG.9B illustrates a sensor system 910 according
to the present invention in which information from the sen
sors 310a-310d and hitch sensor 213 may be transmitted
directly to indicator 403'. For example, the sensors may be in
direct communication with the indicator 403', in which case

the junction box may be eliminated. In another embodiment,
the junction box may be configured to transfer individual or
individually-discernable sensor responses to the indicator. In
an embodiment, the junction box may multiplex information
from the individual sensors into a signal that may be de
multiplexed by the indicator to discern or obtain information
specific to each individual sensor. In an embodiment, infor
mation from the sensors may be grouped into a plurality of
signals, e.g., by combining information from sensors on a first
side of the implement (i.e., a first group of sensors) into a first
signal and combining information from sensors on a second
side of the implement (i.e., a second group of sensors) into a
second signal, and communicating the first and second sig
nals to the indicator as individually discernable signals.
0092. The indicator 403' may be located at the tractor 200,
the grain cart 300, or at any other location. It may communi
cate with the sensors via wired connections or communicate

with them wirelessly. In an embodiment, the indicator 403'
may be integrated into a control device existing on the grain
cart 300 or tractor 200, such as in a control for the grain cart
conveyor. In another embodiment of the present invention,
the indicator 403' may be an application on a mobile phone
(e.g., iPhone(R), a tablet computer (e.g., iPadR) or any other
handheld electronic device. In another embodiment of the

present invention, the indicator 403' may be a device specifi
cally designed to perform the functions described herein.
(0093 FIGS.9C-9E illustrate various methods for tracking
hopper weight through using load bars or any other load
sensors. The methods in FIGS.9C-9E may be performed by
the sensor system 910 of the present invention.
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0094 FIG.9C illustrates a method 8000 for monitoring a
total weight of a hopper of the grain cart 300 according to an
embodiment of the present invention. The method illustrated
is for a sensor system 900 including a junction block or box.
At an operation 8010, an indicator 403' may receive calibra
tion numbers. In an embodiment, the calibration numbers

may correspond to all sensors in communication with the
indicator 403'. In another embodiment of the present inven
tion, calibrations may be entered for each load cell sensor
(e.g., loadbar) located in a mobile farm implement. At opera
tions 8020 and 8030, the indicator may solicit a measurement
from load cell sensors in the mobile farm implement by
outputting a Voltage, which may be relayed by a junction
block (e.g., junction block 401) to the sensors. At an operation
8050, the junction block may receive responses, e.g. a volt
age, from the sensors representing a measured weight. The
junction block may sum the Voltages and return the Summed
Voltage to the indicator. The Summed Voltage corresponds to
a sum of the weights measured by the individual load cell
sensors. The sum may be a sum of all load cells in the mobile
farm implement, which may represent a total weight of a
hopper or container in the mobile farm implement. At opera
tion 8060, the indicator may calculate the total weight of the
system from the Summed Voltage received by the junction
box. The calculation may include the calibration number(s)
previously entered. At operation 8070, the total weight of the
system is displayed. In an embodiment, the indicator 403'
includes a screen capable of displaying the system weight. In
another embodiment of the present invention, the indicator
403' may be in communication, e.g. wirelessly or via USB
cable, with a device capable of displaying the system weight.
0095. In the method illustrated in 9C, the system weight
may also be monitored without Such a junction box that sums
up the readings from each sensor by the indicator 403' receiv
ing information from each sensor individually (e.g., directly
from each sensor), such as in system 910. This system and
method is described in further detail below with respect to
FIG.9D.

0096 FIG. 9D illustrates a method 9000 in which the
indicator may monitor local weights at individual locations of
the mobile farm implement or the weight of the entire farm
implement according to an embodiment of the present inven
tion. In operation 9010, an individual sensor or load bar or a
group of sensors or load bars are entered into the indicator
403'. For example, an individual sensor such as the hitch
sensor or the front right load sensor of the grain cart 300 may
be chosen, or the load sensors on the right side of the grain cart
may be chosen, or all of the load sensors in the grain cart may
be chosen. In operation 9020, the indicator 403' solicits a
measurement from the load cell sensors previously entered.
At operation 9030, the indicator receives a return response
from each of the individual load cell sensors to which voltage
was output. The individual return voltages allows the indica
tor to calculate, at operation 9040, local weights at various
load cells of the mobile farm implement. The local weights
may be summed at operation 9050 to determine a total weight
of a hopper or container of the mobile farm implement. The
calculated weight may be displayed at operation 9060.
0097 Monitoring individual load cells (e.g., individual
load bars) may allow better detection of overload of a par
ticular load cell, even when the load cells as a whole are not

overloaded. FIG.9E illustrates a table showing different rated
loads for different loadbars. Monitoring individual load cells
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also facilitate detection of rollover or tip-over conditions in a
mobile farm implement, as discussed in further detail below.
(0098 FIG. 10 illustrates a method 4000 for detecting a
rollover or tip-over condition based on sensor measurements.
It may be performed by the indicator 403' of FIG.9B or any
other suitable device configured to perform the functions
described herein. In this method 4000, the indicator 403' may
determine, based on measurements of load cell sensors,

whether there is a weight imbalance in the grain cart 300. The
weight imbalance may indicate that the grain cart 300 is
loaded asymmetrically or on an uneven Surface. Such as on a
banked surface. A weight imbalance that exceeds a threshold
value and that exists for more than a threshold duration may
reflect a risk that the grain cart 300 will roll over or tip over.
When a rollover risk is present, the indicator 403' will log the
event and activate an alarm to make an operator aware of the
risk.

0099. At an operation 4010, the indicator (e.g., indicator
403') may be powered on. The indicator 403' may be powered
on manually or automatically, such as when the tractor begins
transporting the farm implement being monitored for rollover
or when the farm implement is loaded.
0100. At an operation 4020, a total weight of a left side of
a mobile farm implement may be calculated. The total weight
on the left side may measure, for example, a total weight of
agricultural or other material on a left side of the mobile farm
implement. As an example, indicator 403' may receive sensor
measurements from sensors on the left side of the farm imple
ment (e.g., 301c. 310d) and sum up the weight measurements
received from these load cell sensor (310c. 310d).
0101. At an operation 4030, a total weight of a right side of
the mobile farm implement may be calculated. For instance,
indicator 403' may receive sensor measurements from sen
sors on the right side of the farm implement (e.g., 310a, 310b)
and sum up the weight measurements received from these
sensors (310a, 310b).
0102 At an operation 4040, a total weight of agricultural
or other material in the mobile farm implement may be cal
culated. In an embodiment, the total weight may be calculated
based on (e.g., by adding) the results of operation 4020 and
operation 4030 and any other weight sensor measurements
received, e.g. any centrally located weight sensors.
(0103) At an operation 4050, the total weight on the left
side of the mobile farm implement may be compared with the
total weight on the right side of the mobile farm implement.
For example, if the grain cart 300 is on a banked surface,
agricultural material may shift from one side of the grain cart
to an opposite side, which will result in the weight on one side
of the cart exceeding the weight on the other side.
0104. At operations 4060 and 4070, a determination may
be made as to whether the total measured weight on the left
side exceeds the total measured weight on the right side or
vice versa by a threshold, such as fifty percent or any other
percentage of the total weight of the opposite side. In an
embodiment of the present invention, the threshold is pre
determined. In another embodiment of the present invention,
the threshold may be entered by an operator. The degree of
weight imbalance may reflect a steepness of the banked Sur
face, and a higher degree of steepness may correlate with a
higher risk that the grain cart 300 will tip over. If the weight
imbalance exceeds the threshold, a determination may be
made at operation 4090 as to whether the weight imbalance
has existed for more than a threshold period of time.
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0105. At an operation 4100, one or more alarm features
(e.g., auditory, vibration, visual and/or electronic signal) may
be activated in response to a determination that the weight
imbalance exceeds the threshold. For example, the indicator
403' may output or transmit analarm indication to an operator
of the tractor 200 or grain cart 300. The alarm may be a
separate system from the indicator (e.g., on the tractor 200 or
grain cart 300) or may be a feature on the indicator 403'. The
alarm may indicate a risk that the grain cart 300 is at risk to tip
or roll over due to uneven weight distribution across the grain
cart 300. Further, at an operation 4110, various information
relating to the rollover condition may be recorded in an event
log. In an embodiment of the present invention, a controller or
indicator may run the roll over detection operation 4000. The
controller may be a handheld device 100 (as discussed
above), incorporated into an existing controller on the farm
implement or tractor, or it may be a separate unit specifically
designed for this operation.
0106 FIG. 11 illustrates a method 5000 that may auto
matically move a chute being used in unloading a mobile farm
implement. The chute control function may be implemented
using a controller, such as control device 100, or in a control
ler mounted on the tractor 200 or the grain cart 300. The
method 5000 may be used for a chute mounted at a discharge
end of a conveyor (e.g., an auger conveyor) and rotatable
about at least one axis of rotation. The movement of the chute

may, for example, facilitate an even distribution of agricul
tural material across the hopper. In an embodiment, the
method 5000 may rely on accessing movement data recorded
from previous unload operations, as discussed in further
detail below with respect to FIG. 12. In the embodiment, the
replay method 5000 may replay the recorded movements as a
function of a measured weight from a hopper being unloaded,
measured weight of a hopper into which the chute is unload
ing material or as a function of time.
0107 Operations 5010 through 5040 involve preparing
the chute to enter a control mode, which then automates

movement of the chute. Operations 5010 through 5040 moves
the chute into a start position and activates the control mode.
In an embodiment, if the control mode relies on previously
recorded movements of a chute, the start position of the chute
in the control mode may match a start position of a chute in a
learn mode.

0108. During the control mode, a determination may be
made periodically at operation 5050 as to whether a manual
input is received. A manual input may terminate the automa
tion in the control mode (operation 5060). If no manual input
is received, the control mode will monitor the weight of the
hopper to determine if the weight of the hopper has been
reached at operation 5070. If the hopper weight has not been
reached, the system may move the chute based on a weight of
the hopper at operation 5080. For example, the control mode
determines whether the hopper has reached a weight that
would trigger another incremental movement of the chute. In
response to determining that the hopper has reached that
weight, the control mode moves the chute by an incremental
amount at operation 5090. The chute may have a plurality of
positions it will move through while loading a hopper, e.g., a
left position, a center position and a right position. In an
embodiment of the present invention, the chute can move in at
least two planes, and the system may move the chute through
positions in both planes, e.g., front left, back left, front center,
back center, front right and back right. At various periods,
Such as after each incremental movement, the control mode
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may determine at operation 5070 whether the hopper weight
(e.g., maximum weight) has been reached. If the hopper
weight has been reached, the control modeterminates unload
ing of material into the hopper.
0109 At an operation 5100, a determination is made as to
whether there is another hopper into which material can be
unloaded. If there is not, the unload cycle is terminated at
operation 5110. Otherwise, the control mode may automate
another series of incremental movements of the chute at

operations 5120 through 5190. Operations 5120 through
5190 are substantially similar to operations 5050 through
5090. In an embodiment of the present invention, a controller
or indicator may run the unload method 5000. The controller
may be a handheld device 100 (as discussed above), incorpo
rated into an existing controller on the farm implement or
tractor, or it may be a separate unit specifically designed for
this operation.
0110 FIG. 12 is a flow chart illustrating a method 4500 of
unloading a mobile farm implement by controlling the posi
tion of a chute discharging material into a container, accord
ing to an embodiment of the present invention. The method
4500 involves a learn mode function that stores chute posi
tions during unloading of the implement. The stored positions
may later be used to automate movement of the chute during
unloading. Such as the chute control operation detailed above
with reference to FIG. 11. The learn mode function may be
implemented on a controller, such as control device 100, or a
controller mounted on the tractor 200 or the grain cart 300.
0111 Operations 4510 to operations 4550 involve moving
the chute to a start position. The chute may be located at an
end of an auger, and may be moved in part by moving the
auger (operation 4510), Such as positioning the auger over a
first hopper. Once an auger is placed, the chute may be moved
to a start position, Such as a center or a side of the hopper
(operation 4520). The learn mode function may be enabled, a
weight of the hopper being unloaded or of the mobile farm
implement into which the chute is discharging material may
be recorded (operations 4530 and 4540), and an unload cycle
may be started (operation 4550). Operations 4510-4550 may
be manual or automatic.

0112 At an operation 4560, a start position of the chute
may be recorded. In an embodiment, the start position may be
the position of the chute relative to the auger or relative to the
hopper into which material is being unloaded.
0113. As the hopper begins to be filled, the chute may be
moved. At an operation 4570, a determination is made as to
whether the hopper weight has changed. If the weight has
changed, the method 4500 observes at operation 4590
whether the chute position has changed. The operation may
thus learn whetheran operator of the mobile farm implement
has moved the chute as the hopper is being filled, and may
learn a direction or amount of Such movement. At an opera
tion 4600, the chute position relative to the recorded weight is
recorded if the position of the chute has changed. Operations
4590 to 4600 may thus record how an operator moves the
chute as a function of hopper weight during unloading of
material into the hopper. Such recorded movement may later
be replayed to automate movement of the chute.
0114. Once a target weight of the hopper being filled is
reached (4580), the various positions of the chute relative to
the weight is recorded 4610 and the cycle is ended and saved
for the first hopper 4620. The learn mode operation 4500 may
include a step of identifying the hopper being filled, e.g., an
identification code for particular hopper Volumes or hopper
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shapes. The user may manually enter this code or the hopper
may identify itself (e.g., make and/or model of hopper) by
sending a signal to the indicator or controller running the
learn mode.

0115. At an operation 4630, a determination may be made
as to whether there is another hopper which needs to be
loaded by the chute. If there is no other hopper, the unload
cycle is terminated at operation 4640. If there is another
hopper, another chute learn mode is carried out at operations
4650 through 4710. The operations are substantially similar
to operations 4560 through 4610. At an operation 4720.
which assumes that no more than two hoppers are being filled,
the unload cycle is terminated. In an embodiment of the
present invention, there may be more than two hoppers filled
and recorded by the learn mode. In an embodiment of the
present invention, a controller or indicator may run the learn
mode. The controller may be implemented in a handheld
device 100 (as discussed above), or in a controller mounted on
the farm implement or tractor.
0116 FIG. 13 illustrates an accumulative load tracker
method 6000 that may track a cumulative amount of material
that a mobile farm implement (e.g., the grain cart 300) has
unloaded over a plurality of unload cycles.
0117. At an operation 6010, a system memory (e.g., on a
controller) may store information that indicates an accumu
lated amount of material that has been in a farm implement up
to a present time. At operations 6020 through 6060, an unload
cycle is performed and completed, during which additional
material is unloaded. At an operation 6030, a weight of the
material that has been unloaded in the cycle is determined and
recorded. At operations 6040 and 6050, the weight of the
material unloaded in the cycle is added to the cumulative
weight of material that has been unloaded in previous unload
cycles. The updated cumulative weight is then saved to sys
tem memory at operation 6060. Additional information may
be stored with the cumulative weight, Such as how many
unload operations have been performed and the amount of
weight unloaded during each of these operations. In an
embodiment of the present invention, a controller or indicator
may run the method 6000. The controller may be a handheld
device 100 (as discussed above), incorporated into an existing
controller on the farm implement or tractor, or it may be a
separate unit specifically designed for this operation.
0118 FIG. 14 illustrates a method 7000 for monitoring
load bar weights to determine whether any of the weights
have exceeded a rated load. The load bar weight measure
ments may be monitored individually or as a total weight.
Monitoring the load bar weights individually may provide
easier diagnostics and tracking.
0119. At operation 7010, a weight of an individual load
bar is received and calculated by a controller, such as the
handheld device 100. At operation 7020, the calculated
weight is compared to its rated load, which may be stored in
the system as shown in FIG.9E. A determination is made at
operation 7030 as to whether the rated load has been exceeded
by more than a threshold, such as 150%. The threshold may
be any value relative to the rated load. In an embodiment, the
threshold is a pre-determined amount provided by the manu
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and time of the event. In an embodiment, each weight excess
event is recorded in an event log on the controller/indicator. In
an embodiment, the event log may be downloaded from and/
or displayed by the controller/indicator.
I0121. In some instances, however, the event log may have
limited storage. Thus, in an embodiment, a determination
may first be made as to whether the event log storage is low.
If the event log storage is low, a determination may be made
at operation 7060 as to whether the loadbar weight is higher
than a lowest weight currently recorded in the log. If the load
bar weight does not exceed the lowest logged weight, the
method may determine that the weight excess event does not
have sufficient priority to be logged. If the load bar weight
does exceed the lowest logged weight, it may replace the
entry of that lowest bar weight in the event log at operation
7070. In an embodiment, the controller or indicator runs the

method 7000. The controller may be a handheld device 100
(as discussed above), incorporated into an existing controller
on the farm implement or tractor, or it may be a separate unit
specifically designed for this operation.
I0122. In another embodiment of the present invention, a
controller or indicator, such as handheld controller 100, may
be configured to control the folding and unfolding of a con
veyor. For example, the controller may be used to lock a
conveyor in a stored or transport position when the mobile
farm implement on which it is mounted is moving at a speed
that is above a threshold speed. The controller may also move
the conveyor into the stored or transport position if it is in an
operating position and the speed of the mobile farm imple
ment exceeds the threshold speed. In an embodiment, the
conveyor may be moved between the operating and stored
positions via folding, e.g., an upper conveyor section can be
folded relative to a lower conveyor section. In an embodi
ment, these operations are performed by a controller config
ured to receive information from sensors indicating a position
of the conveyor and a speed of the farm implement, and to
control operation of one or more positioning devices (e.g., a
hydraulic cylinder) coupled with the conveyor and configured
to move the conveyor between operating and stored positions.
I0123 For example, the controller may be configured to
lockout the unfolding of the conveyor of a farm implement in
a stored position when a tractoristowing the farm implement.
In Such embodiment, the system may include a conveyor
sensor configured to detect if the conveyor is in a folded
position, an unfolded position or somewhere inbetween the
folded and unfolded positions. When the tractor is in trans
port, the controller can receive information from a sensor
measuring the speed of the tractor via a speed sensor on the
tractor and/or the farm implement. If the speed sensor mea
surements exceed a certain threshold, the controller will

determine the position of the conveyor through information
from the conveyor sensor. If the auger is in a folded position,
the controller will lockout the auger, i.e., the controller will
prevent the auger from unfolding from the stored position into
the operating position. If the conveyor is in an operating or
unfolded position and the speed sensor measurements exceed
a certain threshold, the conveyor may be folded into a stored
position. If the conveyor is in a folded position and the speed

facturer or distributor.

sensor measurements are below a certain threshold, the con

0120 If the weight of the load bar exceeds the threshold,
the excess may be recorded as a weight excess event in an
event log at an operation 7050. The weight excess event
recording may include the loadbar weight or the percentage
of the load bar weight relative to the rated load and the date

troller will unlock the conveyor and allow it to be moved into
an operating position. In an embodiment, once the speed
sensor measurements are below a certain threshold, the sys
tem (e.g., the controller) can be configured to notify the
operator that the conveyor may be unfolded, or even give an
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unfold command causing the hydraulic cylinder to unfold the
conveyor. When the conveyor is in an operating position, the
controller may continue to monitor the measurements from
the speed sensor to determine when an unload operation may

repair. Although the invention has been described based upon
these preferred embodiments, it would be apparent to those of

COCCC.

ments within the spirit and scope of the invention. For
example, the mobile farm implements could include a wire
less communication device. Such as a radio antenna, to pro

0.124. From the above it will be appreciated that the hand
held control device of the present invention may automate at
least part of an unloading process of a mobile farm imple
ment, interact with multiple farm implements using multiple
communication protocols, or wirelessly collect data from a
mobile farm implement. It will also be appreciated that vari
ous changes can be made to the system without departing
from the spirit and scope of the appended claims. For
example, in an embodiment, a handheld control device is not
limited to an iPadR) or iPhone(R), but may include an
Android R mobile device, a Windows(R) mobile device, or any
other handheld device. In an embodiment, the control device

may have no auxiliary input device, and rely on only a touch
screen for input. In an embodiment, the handheld control
device may be configured to convert sensor information from
a mobile farm implement into a spreadsheet format. In an
embodiment, the handheld control device may be configured
to communicate sensor information or other information via

e-mail or SMS messaging. In an embodiment, the handheld
control device may be configured to select from among mul
tiple languages in which to present information on its user
interface. In an embodiment, the handheld control device may
be configured to convert values for sensor information
between metric units and non-metric units.

0.125. In an embodiment, the mobile farm implements of
this application are not limited to tractors or grain carts, but
may include a harvester, combine, or any other mobile farm
implement.
0126. In an embodiment, the grain cart interface in the
grain cart may lack a processor.
0127. In an embodiment, sensors in the mobile farm
implements may include an ultrasonic sensor, a camera, a
hitch weight sensor, a tongue weight sensor, or any other
SSO.

0128. In an embodiment, a mobile farm implement may
have an interface configured to interface with a physical joy
Stick and to execute commands based on signals from the
joystick.
0129. In an embodiment, any spout of a mobile farm
implement may be controlled via proportional control or dis
crete control. Proportional control may move the spout based
on a value of a command signal, whereas discrete control may
move the spout based on a pulse width of the command signal.
0130. In various embodiments, the controller or control
device may be a hand held control device, such as control
device 100, or it may be a control device mounted on the farm
implement or tow vehicle. Such as a tractor.
0131. It will also be appreciated that the above example
components and operations are illustrative only, and that an
embodiment of the present application may have fewer or
more components or operations than those illustrated above,
and have operations arranged in an order different than that
illustrated above.

0.132. From the above it will be appreciated that the accu
mulative load tracker and overload tracker of the present
invention allows for misuse, overuse or standard wear and

tear that may lead to mechanical failure on a mobile farm
implement to be tracked and recorded so that the manufac
turer may access this information if a product is sent in for

skill in the art that certain modifications, variations and alter
native constructions could be made to the described embodi

vide the stored accumulative load and overload information

to a remote server that the manufacturer may access.
We claim:

1. A method of tracking the accumulated load for a mobile
farm implement having a bin for holding agricultural material
Such as grain or seed and a plurality of load sensors, said
method comprising the steps of
weighing a first amount of material in the bin using the load
Sensors;

unloading a portion of the material from the bin;
determining with an indicator a weight of the unloaded
portion of material using information from the loadsen
Sors;

retrieving with an indicator a previous system accumulated
load from a system memory;
adding with the indicator the weight of the unloaded mate
rial to the previous system accumulated load to generate
a new system accumulated load; and
saving with the indicator the new system accumulated load
to the system memory.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the previous system
accumulated load reflects a sum of the weight of all material
that has been unloaded from the bin.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the saving step includes
replacing with the indicator the previous system accumulated
load with the new system accumulated load in the system
memory.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the determining step
includes the steps of:
weighing with the load sensors a remaining portion of
material in the bin after the unload step; and
determining with the indicator a difference between the
weight of the first amount of material and the weight of
the remaining portion using information from the load
SSOS.

5. A method of tracking high load events in a mobile farm
implement including at least a first load sensor and a second
load sensor, comprising the steps of
receiving at an indicator a first load measurement from the
first load sensor;

determining with the indicator if the first load exceeds a
first load threshold;
if the indicator determines that the first load exceeds the

first load threshold, recording an event describing the
first load to a memory;
receiving at the indicator a second load measurement from
the second load sensor;

determining with the indicator if the second load exceeds a
second load threshold; and
if the indicator determines that the second load exceeds the

second load threshold, recording an event describing the
second load to the memory.
6. The method of claim 5, wherein the sum of the first load

and second load is equal to a total load and further comprising
the steps of:
determining with the indicator if the total load exceeds a
total load threshold; and
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if the indicator determines that the total load exceeds the

total load threshold, recording an event describing the
total load to the memory.
7. The method of claim 5, further comprising the steps of:
determining with the indicator if the memory has low
remaining storage;
if the indicator determines that the memory has low
remaining storage and the first load exceeds the first load
threshold, determining with the indicator if the first load
exceeds a lowest recorded first load event, and, if the
indicator determines that the first load exceeds the low

est recorded first load event, deleting with the indicator
the lowest recorded first load event from the memory and
recording with the indicator the first load to the memory.
8. The method of claim 7, further comprising the steps of,
if the indicator determines that the memory has low remain
ing storage and the second load exceeds the second load
threshold, determining with the indicator if the second load
exceeds a lowest recorded second load event, and, if the
indicator determines that the second load exceeds the lowest

recorded second load event, deleting with the indicator the
lowest recorded second load event from the memory and
recording with the indicator the second load to the memory.
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